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|  87SPECIALTY PLIERS

CRESCENT® HEAVY-DUTY DIAGONAL 
CUTTING PLIERS
Designed for heavy-duty wire cutting, these pliers feature electronically induction 
hardened hand-honed cutting edges. And they're made of forged alloy tool steel 
with a polished head for extra durability. Other features include red, nonslip 
cushion handle grips and an angled head for offset cutting. 7".

Part No Description
5427CVNCT Diagonal Cutting Pliers

14° ANGLED HEAD DIAGONAL CUTTING 
PLIERS
Drop forged 6150 alloy steel cutters feature induction-hardened cutting 
blades that ensure efficient and lasting cutting surfaces for hard and 
soft wire. They also feature high-leverage designs for maximum cutting 
power and hot riveted pivot joints for smooth action with no wobble that 
effectively cuts most hardened wire, ACSR, bolts, screws, and nails. 8".

Part No Description
DCPA8DSW Angled Cutting Pliers

5-IN-1 MULTI-TOOL PLIERS
Multi-functional, these pliers grip, strip, crimp, ream, and cut. 
They also come with comfortable grips to help reduce fatigue and 
feature durable forged construction for long-lasting use. 8".

Part No Description
S5N1SW 5-in-1 Pliers

STRIPPER CUTTERS
Durable and rustproof, these stainless steel cutters come with a serrated 
nose that grasps cable for easy twisting and pulling. Their specially designed 
cutting blades also provide fast, clean wire stripping and cutting. Other 
features include spring-loaded, self-operating actions and double-dipped 
grips for added comfort.

Part No Description
S1018SOLSW Stripper Cutter, 10-18 AWG Solid, 12-20 AWG Stranded, 8"
S1018STRSW Compact Stripper Cutter, 10-18 AWG Solid, 6"

5427CVNCT

SCP9TPCSW

DCPA8DSW

S5N1SW

HI-LEVERAGE SIDE CUTTING PLIERS

Pliers come with induction-hardened cutting blades that ensure efficient, long-
lasting cutting surfaces for hard and soft wire. They're also tough, thanks to 
drop-forged 6150 steel alloy construction. Plus their file teeth (on jaws) help 
remove burrs on conduit. Curved ergonomic handles are standard too. 9".

Part No Description
SCP9TPCSW Hi-Leverage Cutting Pliers

S1018SOLSW

00973573CI

CRAFTSMAN® PROFESSIONAL UP-FRONT 
WIRE CUTTER/STRIPPER PLIERS

Featuring precision-ground stripper stations, these pliers remove insulation 
from 10–18 AWG solid conductor wire and 12–20 AWG stranded conductor 
wire. Plus their long curved cutter cuts insulation and wire with ease. Other 
features include holes for looping wire and for bolt cutting, plier nose for 
pulling wire and working small nuts, and ergonomic handles for comfort. 
Locking lever and corrosion-resistant black oxide finish are standard too.

Part No Description
00973573CI Wire Cutter/Stripper Pliers


